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are too easily breakable and metal bowls too heavy. Therefore, milk,
cheese, and butter are kept in whole sheepskins partially tanned. When
the family sits down to a meal a great wooden bowl holds the sour milk,
soup, or meat. As forks and spoons cannot easily be made and are usually
a luxury beyond the reach of the Khirghiz, everyone eats with his fingers
from the same dish. Since furniture is too awkward and heavy to be
transported on the backs of animals, rugs from the wool of the sheep take
the place of chairs, tables, and beds.
How the Khirghiz Family Moves. A Khirghiz migration is an inter-
esting sight. At dawn a group of tents stands on the green turf at the
base of a high cliff. An hour later the tents have been pulled down by the
women, while the men have started on the day's journey with the slow-
moving sheep. A five-year-old child leads a snarling camel to the pile of
felts, poles, and lattice where his mother has just pulled down the tent.
A jerk on the rope tied to a pin in the creature's nose makes it kneel in
spite of its fierce snarls. The mother and an older boy tie the tent poles,
a box or two, and some bags and rugs on the animaPs back. A big sister
fastens some wooden bowls and some sheepskins of sour milk and cheese
on one side, and on the other ties the baby's cradle. The baby is put into
the cradle, a big rug is tied firmly over it, and the camel, grunting and
complaining, is led away to take his place at the head of a string of other
camels. The mother and all the children down to the five-year-old
youngster follow on horseback. By nightfall the tents are set up ten or
fifteen miles away, and the new encampment looks as comfortable as the
old.
The Wor\ of Herding Animals. In following the outline of human
responses on page 4 we have now reached the occupations (items 6-14).
All the Khirghiz, as we have seen, are stock-keepers. Their life is some-
times easy and at others very strenuous. Some of the men go out with
the sheep and sit around all day doing nothing except occasionally bring
back a straying sheep. Others, on horseback, round up the cattle or yaks
to see if all are on hand and perhaps to pick out one for sale; still others,
with nooses tied to the end of what look like fishing poles, gallop off to
catch horses when more are needed.
Occasionally, however, the Khirghiz must ride all day to recover stray
animals. Wolves must sometimes be fought, and during the great snow
storms the sheep must be carried to safety, one by one. Thus the Khirghiz
men are forced to tremendous exertions for a while. They come back tc
the tents so tired that they lie down and do almost nothing for days. As
the women milk the animals and do all the routine work, the occupation
of herding tends to make the men lazy. They laugh at the danger of ford-
ing a roaring torrent, which makes the city man pale, but they do not

